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WEEKLY QUOTE
“Focusing is about
saying no.”
- Steve Jobs

WEEKLY TIP
Small business
budgeting includes
defining your risks.
As a first step, detail
your monthly,
guaranteed income
and expenses to help
determine your level
of liquidity. This may
help you recognize
potential long-term
and short-term risks.

WEEKLY RIDDLE
Nate gets messages
every day from
people who want his
services, yet he gets
paid when he drives
away his customers.
What does he do for a
living?
Last week’s riddle:
It can hold back cattle,
pets, and even people,
but never with an order
or a command. What is
it?
Last week’s answer:
A fence.

FEBRUARY SAW A HIRING SURGE

Payroll growth was truly impressive last month. According to the latest Department
of Labor report, employers added 313,000 net new jobs, including 61,000 in the
construction industry; economists polled by Reuters projected a total February gain
of 200,000. With the labor force participation rate reaching a 6-month high, the
headline jobless rate stayed at 4.1% and the broader U-6 rate at 8.2%. Yearly wage
growth declined to 2.6%.1

SERVICE BUSINESSES ARE THRIVING
The Institute for Supply Management’s February snapshot of service industry
growth was quite positive. ISM’s non-manufacturing purchasing manager index did
wane slightly, losing 0.4 points to 59.5, but the reading shows a very healthy service
sector. January’s 59.9 mark was the best seen since August 2005.2

WTI CRUDE TOPS $62
As Wall Street’s closing bell sounded Friday, oil settled at $62.04. A 3% Friday gain
left the commodity up for the week, even after the Energy Information Agency said
that daily U.S. output had increased to nearly 10.4 million barrels, a record.3

FRIDAY RALLY ENDS BULLISH WEEK

A strong jobs report surpassed forecasts, and the dip in annualized wage growth
hinted at manageable inflation. The Dow Jones Industrial Average jumped 441
points Friday. The blue chips gained 3.25% in five days to wrap up the week at
25,335.74. Across five trading sessions, the S&P 500 rose 3.54% to 2,786.57, while
the Nasdaq Composite advanced 4.17% to 7,560.81 – a new record close for that
tech-heavy benchmark.4,5
THIS WEEK: Nothing major is slated for Monday. February’s Consumer Price Index
arrives Tuesday, plus quarterly results from Dick’s Sporting Goods and DSW.
Investors consider reports on February retail sales and wholesale inflation on
Wednesday, along with earnings news from Del Taco, Smart & Final, Smith Micro,
Stein Mart, Tailored Brands, and Williams-Sonoma. Wall Street looks at new initial
claims figures Thursday, and earnings from Broadcom Ltd., Dollar General, Jabil, and
Lifetime Brands. On Friday, the Census Bureau releases data on February housing
starts and building permits, the University of Michigan publishes its preliminary
March consumer sentiment index, and Kirkland’s, Perry Ellis, and Tiffany & Co. make
earnings announcements.
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